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The Swimmers

Jennifer Moro

Two swimmers shed their clothes to brave the lake.
I watched blanket-wrapped from a nearby dune
As they moved in, clasped hands and slowly sank
In murk, hiding their bodies from the moon.
If they were young, I might have heard laughter
Or light nervous splashing - I would have splashed,
But their graceful strokes could not be softer,
While I heard them sure-armed, steady and fast.
Perhaps just cottage neighbors, or strangers?
I could not tell with their backs turned from me.
Had I shown myself, would they be angered?
I almost wandered from my hill to see.
But thought better - not to disturb their kiss,
Left wishing I might, someday, know that bliss.

Everlasting Arms
Sue Songer
In the rabble of my day when macaroni burns in a pan
Its noxious odor, the climax
Of a crescendoing day, each detail minor
Yet, together, so reprehensible, so discordant
It's then I return to find my mother's lap
There lay my head upon her breast
To hear her alto voice as if from some deep well
Echoing those around, "Leaning on the Everlasting Arms"
Her soft arms encircle my head, a scent of Cashmere Bouquet
Others around stand to pray, but we remain in our seat
A deacon faintly prays in the background of her heartbeat
That calm transcends the years
My frantic heart is stilled
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Talking to an Addict

Bridgett Jensen

here we sit
on the cool tile of the bathroom floor
a small bottle of eye drops
between us
taking place of the trust
you shoved in a coffee can
with a few pungent leaves
placed high up and way back
on the top shelf
of the back yard shed
too high for a woman to reach
with two small children hanging at her ankles
you mouth explanations
so removed
this silent movie reels and I know
this bathroom is cold
despite the steam resting on the mirror
the smell of burnt rope lingering
wrapping us together tying
us apart
and this towel is not big enough
to seam the warmth of a shower in
to chase the freeze of the air away
and I would tell you that I love in spite
and I would tell you that in this house
the falling the crying
the standing sleep
of wakeful forgetting
isn't funny or silly
or romantic
like the poets in the pasture
or the players on tv
or in the hall or just outside
the kitchen door waiting...
at the end of your light
we're falling and you
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Crying

Matt Berry

Last night I cried.
The late hour would allow nothing else.
I cried for where I was.
I cried for where I've been.
I cried for where I should be.
Cries that came from a long way off;
a child is crying.
A cry for your father,
whom you were never able to touch.
A cry for your mother,
whose hands were clenched in fists.
Cry for you playmates: the angels in the field
who held your hand in life's first glow.
They're all unseen now, children subject to memory.
Their faces have changed, like a stranger who looks familiar.
Cry for the church at the end of the road
where at eleven God claimed you soul
and opened up the heavens.
Cry for the pastor who submerged you under water
and raised you up again, dripping wet, crying,
shaking, walking like a toddler! want my God! I want my God!
Cry for the maiden who sought you outMy husband! My husband! This is how it works.
Cry for the day she was at your feet.
Cry for the youth who became alone in the streetsPassing by windows to see how they live,
smoking on a moonless night, dreading to go home
to that open sepulcher.
Cry for the thieves who arose before you,
considering you from afar.
They brought you down and disfigured your face,
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all in the name of painSquirming in the minds of sudden youth
with groping hands for the center of flesh.
Cry for the times you tried to evolve:
Strong drink that was raging
Houses on fire and bottles breakingFists in the air and boots stompingMarching to the edge of townDawn's horizon flowing like a slithering river
behind the trees which gestured with their limbs,
A child is born! A child is born!
From a tortoise to a butterfly.
Cry for the trails that are left in the road.
Cry for the face which my palms behold.
Last night I cried, and cried, and cried.

winter fields

Keith Spear
in the life after yield
when the foot of none of God's creatures
fits the harrowed wreckage of the harvested fields
winter sends her quiet snow
like a handkerchief
for a mother who has lost a son

untitled

Kemp Nishan Muniz
It starts in one instant,
A place in the distance.
It grabs hold to one and all,
And won't let go till all fall.
It takes the lives of many a human,
And does not discriminate against man or woman.
It comes with little warning,
In the evening and the morning.
It tears our countries apart,
As well as that of our hearts.
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It can last for years and years,
And will cause a lot of tears.
It can turn brother against brother,
So they they have to fight one another.
It can do things to the strongest of all,
The fat the and thin, the small and tall.
We have to make the sickness cease,
By stopping savage wars and making peace.
War is Hell, or so they say,
And always will be, till the last day.
We have to make it stop, so there is no more,
The sixties told us to make love, and not make war.
·We have memorials to remember the veterans,
The veterans who fought to defend our patrons.
Wars are history, going down in the books,
To show us what happened, and the bad roads we took.
We learned some lessons in past wars,
To prevent us from making mistakes in our present wars.
We had cold wars for years on end,
We did not fight, we just made amends.
To achieve freedom through military victory,
We must fight on the land air and sea.
Wars must stop, at this moment,
So we will lose no more regiments.
War is Hell, so let it all end,
So we will not lose anymore friends.

Rainy Night in Paris

Diana Matljas

Streets mirror faces
flashing past in
car light spots.
Walking out of
Thai food tavern
huddling two doors
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from Arc d'Triomph.
Flushing ourselves
down Metro stairs,
zipping to Notre Dame
in dark drizzled alleys,
a block from Rose Windows
seeming black glass without day.
Riding puddles on
sides of the Seine
dripping trees licking
eyelashes with water,
looking up at the blackness
stands Tour Eiffel
heavy gated steel rods
stretching to the sky.
Trickling back,
Seine leading the way,
glowing pyramid
guarding the Louvre
where Mona Lisa spends the nights,
Venus de Milo endlessly armless
waiting for all the tomorrows coming.
Tramping back
to Three Ducks Hostel
drafted doors--American kids
lapping liquor in the courtyard
this mangy--rafty hole
at the end of Paris,
two inch thick cot beds covered
in ancient blankets 1 musty,
leaky doored hovel
laying in the mists
among monuments
sleeping on the streets.
Sacre Couer whiteness
floating above Montmart
waiting for the sunrise.
9

nap time

Kelly A. Price

poached eggs
toast of the town
of Bethlehem Steel
marbles and jacks
racheting razing
the old brick-works
on the weekends on
Saturday before the last
supper is at seven
eight nine ten
is bedtime sandman
dreamland nightmares
and stallions and
little ponies in my hair
rabbits everywhere
i look i see shores
of shells egg shells
illegally poached
by noisy hunters
ringing bells ringing bells
ringing bells
the telephone

Angel of the Earth
Heather Anne Winters
My little one
With hair of honey gold
And eyes of topaz
Which burn with
Her innocence and
Longing...
I want to kiss away
Her tears,
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Satisfy the hunger
In her heart,
Soothe the pain
Which threatens to shred
Her sanity.
So much love,
So much unrequited passion,
So much potential and
Promise
To flower and flourish,
To bathe the world
With her beauty,
This Angel of the Earth.
It makes my heart ache
To know the world
Is not worthy of her,
Not worthy of her wisdom
And sweet simplicity
Which could heal the world
If only it could accept and understand,
If only it were compassionate,
If only...
My little one
With a mind
Complex with simplicity
And a soul that bears the fruit
Of all that is natural and heavenly
On Earth...
My Angel
Who was not made
For this world.
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Color Dreams

Matthew J. Nelson

Dance with me
In awkward color dreams.
The ones where dancers flow together
In shades of purpleSteps in violet, swoops of mulberry,
And dips of cranberry
Dance to the yellow music
Blaring out of the jukebox red.
Musical notes
Floating around us
In balls tinkling orange
And bars fuschia tipped.
Shoes clattering beats green
In time to the music.
Lime sweat beading,
Clinging
To our matching pink outfits.
Let the music overwhelm,
Take us into morning bright.
Beats awakening colors
Lost in life-grey.
No worries about contrasts,
Just flowing dances,
Dreams.
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Dandelion Paint

Sandy Beauchamp
(for Troy)

My first bouquet:
a fistful of straggling dandelions,
crisply plucked, hand delivered,
roots and all, dripping sticky milk
over his pre-pubescent fingers,
expecting a kiss instead of a sharp kick
to the shin. God! But little girls
can be cruel.
I would dutifully watch from atop
my neighbor's air conditioner box
as he decapitated their tulips
with Dad's rain-rusty nine-iron:
Their severed heads lining the drive
like scattered velvet eggs,
fragility my fingers wished to enfold
as tokens: little pressed pleasures to remember.
The flowers I saved smelled
sickly sweet the day they lined your casket,
closed and petals not yet unfolded
they lay like buds in early Spring.
There is no beauty within
their cups, no tulips, no precious tokens
like his dandelion bouquetwhich losing its paint without Spring's light
died in a jam-jar that same night.
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Merry-Go-Round Marathon

Elizabeth Bromley

Sweaty sand clings to my skin
hides under my fingernails
and in my hair, patch-kneed toughskins
and pine-colored hooded sweatshirt
have survived another day at the playground
(but this is not just any day!)

Pressed against the cold iron bar
of the rusty blue merry-go-round,
we spin and spin, she and I,
the only ones remaining
in the Merry-Go-Round Marathon.
The cheers and laughter have dwindled,
most of the other children
have wandered home, but steadfast
in our spinning she and I
nauseously compete to be crowned
Merry-Go-Round Champion.
And my crooked ponytails
blow in the Elk Grove wind,
viewing the world around me
in the brief blurs of color,
round and round and round, driven by
the persistence of youth and the
excitement of possible victory
(oh the prestige!)
The sun has set, (for three hours
she and I have been whirling
on this crazy blue saucer.)
The playground illuminated
only by the lightning bugs,
spinning to a chorus of locusts
we smile at eachother
(both dizzy and weary but
unwilling to admit defeat.)
The moon laughs at the silly
spinning Brantwood girls.
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Keith Spear

The Armadillo

in the dead center of the city
where the cold brick buildings are patched together
creating cubicles and inhospitable entryways like caves
missing bricks provide niches for lichens
and other low forms of life
the Armadillo haunts her namesake
a hair care salon between a bagel shop
and the new life center abortion clinic
she is bent beneath an ancient hide
some kind of tarp or old cracked coat
a poor Clair cowl, an Armadillo's shell
her black scowl watches me in the reflection of the window
superimposed on glamour products
I ask if I can buy her a cup of coffee and she says no ma'am
a hair stylist says that is what she always says
she won't take anything, but if you leave it she will come back
for it
·
the stylist's mother had left sandwiches for her
a generation ago, she has been there that long
she sleeps under the overpass by herself
she is in her seventies, her name is Retha
she talks of going home to Jackson,has a brother in Chicago, a
sister in St.Louis
yet remains in Champaign where it rains a lot, for thirty
years
they let her come in to the shop for a cup of tea
one year it was the stylist's birthday, there was cake
the next year, on the exact day, Retha came in to wish her a
happy birthday
I respect her privacy though I drove a long way to talk to her
I leave a cup of coffee with cream in a niche near a pilaster
I have to drive around the block to see her one last time
she is pressed further into an alcove
camouflaged like tinted patching plaster
she wears three dresses and a pair of pants
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and carries a tightly rolled handmade quilt like a baby
the domed shell of her back is all I can see
but the Armadillo is watching me in the window
as I drive away I notice she is now carrying a stick
and the coffee is gone.

The Shoe Saga

Jennifer Moro

There was an old woman who did live
in a shoe, and she fell for the cobbler who
made it-a real dandy in cowboy spurs
and glued rhinestones, with a slicked-backed hair-do,
a gorgeous buckle, a wide swinging gait
and a quick liir--which he needed in her case-she coming high-class from some new, up-scale
Park Avenue number, the swankiest Italian stiletto
on the block. He had passed her often
on his way to work to catch a glimpse of her
sun-bathing in the open toe of her
genuine leather pad. She liked the look
of his rawhide boots, so different
from those polished patents who took her dancing
and wore stiff suits. He seemed far more fetching
ordering drinks, recounting jokes, poking fun
at waiters, or sharing his hopes
to build a chain of cheap motels
in clogs of pine and rent them pricey, making heaps
of profit to buy her fat diamond rings
and other things she set her heart on. Then,
as happens, they fell in love, though hailing
from opposite ends of the shoe world. He
made promises, said they'd lounge through life
in a fluffy slipper if she'd be his wife. So
she packed up her stuff, strutted out on his arm,
told her family to take a hike. He'd put off the wedding
until the money rolled in-they bought a used skate
instead, an older model with metal wheels,
and peeled off past department store spikes,
through the suburbs of middle-class canvas,
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into the land of patched-up flats. As yet
in love, she scarcely knew the gloomy tenements
of black and gray galoshes looming
in their path. They reached home. She glanced
towards the marsh struck true--the hovel
being no slipper, but a haughty boot,
an old witch-kicker with hooks and a frayed
flapping tongue. He caught her gasp and scowl.
There began the trouble--she not meant
to sweep or defrost. She couldn't clean
or forgot to wash his socks, burned supper
if she cooked and looked ridiculous
in an apron. But she wouldn't leave, and besides,
her parents slammed their door once
she got pregnant, left her
scared and unmarried in the crooked shoe,
a penniless cobbler's kept woman, arms
filled with babies. Years of so many children,
she didn't know what to do, but scream,
frown and clasp a switch in her palm. Then,
hard times really hit. Her lover got layed off.
Interest rates running high, people stopped buying
shoes, opting to fix their old ones, kept their cash
under wraps. Repair shops sprouted up,
but no help for a poor woman and her brood,
whose money vented out the boot's bad stitchingwent for disposable diapers and property tax.
The cobbler stacked cans by the couch, got drunk
every night, turned bitter, let the place fall apart
out of spite. He was tired of broth
without any bread, sick of whining kids,
and their mother was getting old. She quit
brushing her hair, wore rags, and had wrinkling skin.
She nagged more each day, complaining
about the shored-up holes, the broken heel,
and the ankle's tight squeeze--no room
to make a meal. So he did the expected
and shacked up the babysitter
in a cheap imitation suede.
The woman hurled spoons at the walls,
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cracked mirrors, yelled for her kids to come in,
then whipped them soundly off to bed and left them
grumbling for covers and barely-fed. So what happens
in a shoe like that? The boys
mostly ran away and payed a penny a day
to share rent on a leaky loafer. The girls,
the ones who kept their teeth, left the country
with sailors to live in plastic sandals
on the beach. The rest went begging and slept
on the streets. No one went back home.
Their mother, that woman, kept frowning old,
and blamed the world for her dismal life. Her
fingers went arthritic and her cellar
was out of coal. She drew the shutters
and moaned in her sleep, cursing men and children,
the wet ground, her boot and its pinched toe,
where she'd lie on the floor as drafts
blew through the mildewed holes, stuck
between her crumbling ceiling
and rotting sole.

Coffee Cup Confessional
Booth
Sue Songer

Is my face remaining neutral
As your worrisome words spill out?
How can a newly-married man
Be filled with so much doubt?
Your wedding day, I smile to think
Your picture-perfect bride
How her tender heart would break
If she knew what hid inside

Your wayward mind, your troubled state
Stormy voyages known to men
When halfway across, the wax can melt
The Sirens' songs begin
Your furrowed brow confirms your words
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Rigid hands grip the mug too tight
Regrets too soon and questioned love
Alarm my sense of right
But, what I find more frightening
A shudder deep inside
Have I been, or will I be
The unsuspecting bride?

What Gravity, A Rock,
And A Rabbit Have To Do
With My Love Life

Martin Paul Britt

On the frontside of a split second
I felt the amount of love
gravity had for the rock.
(Ifs important to know gravity
is a fickle lover and loves some rocks
more than others.)
On the backside, I calculated
the amount of strength needed
to move the rock to a point
occupied by a rabbit some
thirty-five yards in the distance.
(While it's true gravity is fickle in
its love, it's also true the love
given, in whatever amount, is absolute.)
I sent the rock hurtling.
Man! the feeling as it left my hand,
that flush of the insides telling
you it's going to happen before it happens;
like when eyes pass thru eyes
from across the room,
when the scent of her perfume
wanders across the same room
finding your nose only.
Glorious, it's just glorious.
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Railroad Station I
Kelly A. Price

22

lOOQ Wines
Kelly A. Price

Self Portrait
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Kelly A. Price

Queen of Dead Air

BryanLevek

I hang up the phone with Lidia but something in the conversation
lingers; clearly something bothers me. I bend my knees up close to
my chest and fix the red and green afghan blanket so I'm covered
good. It's a very large afghan, home-made. Lidia says it's made for
two, says tomorrow we can use it, snuggle on the couch and watch
Bringing Up Baby. It's her movie this week and that's fine, but in
this dimly lit room, in this old armchair, under this beautiful afghan,
with not a sound but the rattle of the loose pane in the window, I'm
wondering about right now.
So I fiddle with the Christmas ornament Lidia brought over last
week. I twirl the red sled over and over in my fingers, and every turn
I see where she's scrawled 'I Love You' very finely in black paint. She
made the whole thing from popsicle sticks; she's amazingly gifted.
I've been meaning to put the thing on the little plastic tree that sits
atop the television, but it's just one of those chores that escapes for
days. I'll get to it sooner or later, probably sooner. Lidia's a fine
young lady.
The window suddenly ceases to rattle and the room's incredibly
silent. I drop the ornament into my lap and pick up the phone. I
listen to the faint buzz and soon I remember it. Lidia and I had hit
moments of dead air in that conversation, moments where our voices
got stuck and nothing was said. And quite honestly that scared me
like death. Because it was like Marlene all over again. Marlene
became the Queen of Dead Air - and in a very short time too.
It started with our very first phone conversation, the one where I
very politely asked her out, asked some questions to get to know her
better. Things got pretty smooth, less and less like a job interview,
and with every breathy utterance out of that phone she had me
melting. I had it so bad that I missed taping The Last Picture Show.
But near the end of that conversation there was this Grand Canyon
sized span of dead air. I had just finished discussing the problem
with the average, contemporary TV show, something about ridiculous
perceptions about the real world and very bad writing. I drew in a
breath - let out, drew in a breath - let out ...And I didn't hear a
damn thing coming from the other end; she was gone it seemed. I
said hello numerous times but nothing, nothing. For about two
minutes she vanished.
Another time she started talking about Ted Turner. Marlene liked
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to talk about Ted Turner; she thought he was the sexiest man in the
TV biz. I said forget it, he belongs to Jane Fonda. And then she
joked, "I'd show Ted some aerobics." Not five minutes later, following
a slick discourse on Alfred Hitchcock's North By Northwest, there's
more dead air. She swore she didn't leave the phone, but later on I
lay in bed for nearly an hour thinking about it. I surmised that she
had picked up her cat, a big fat tom named Cheeseball, set him on
her lap, and was running her hands over his silky coat. I had seen
her do that on more than one occasion; and every time she stroked
that damn cat she slowly lost touch with reality. At first I thought it
was cute; it made her look like an adorable little girl. But before long
it lost its novelty. I dismissed that cat post haste - I wasn't taking
dead air from a woman or a cat.
Soon the dead air spread to other parts of our relationship. At
dinner she'd stare down at her plate strangely and not say a thing. I
thought maybe she was praying before the meal; she was, after all, a
firmly raised Catholic. But my God, she looked at her plate so long
she could have brought her rosary and worked at the beads for
minutes on end - maybe then God would grant her leave from those
dead air tendencies. One night we watched Quentin Tarntino's Pulp
Fiction; HBO had snagged it quickly and was showing it nearly three
times a week. As the credits rolled, I turned to her and I asked, "So
what do you make of that?" She said, "Do you have anymore french
onion dip?" then popped a chip into her mouth. Tarantino. Pulp
Fiction. The movie wins grand prize at Cannes and she says nothing,
not a word. It was a grand injustice I'll never forget. And dead air
even found its way into the bedroom. Marlene was a real starlet. I
know because I have this coffee-table compendium of great
Hollywood screen actresses. I used to turn those glossy, heavy pages,
and marvel at the build and glow of each and every one of the
actresses. I used to think that my Marlene belonged in that book without her cat in her arms of course. In the bedroom Marlene
played the devoted romantic; she'd dramatize the whole sex act, and
sometimes I swear I saw shades of a young Isabella Rosselini. But
soon, soon that dead air slipped under the bedroom door and Marlene
inhaled deeply. Before I could yell, "Cut!" the whole bedroom scene
had changed, had become a hush affair. There were no romantic
quips, no Hollywood kisses, no afterglow where the language rolls off
the tongue like soft vanilla ice cream. Sex just became a meaningless
exchange of information:
"Do you want to?"
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''Yes, let's do it."
"Put that on."
"Okay, sure... there."
''You were great."
''You were too."
"I love you."
"I love you too."
''You hungry?"
''Yes, let's get some cheeseburgers."
And so on.
"Hello, Lidia ...Yes, yes, I know I just talked to you. What are you
doing? You got a sleeve of the sweater done already? Good, good, glad
to hear it. Well, you know how I get. So can you talk? Just a while,
just a little while. It's just so quiet over here all the sudden that I..."
I hang onto the phone and walk over to the plastic Christmas tree on
top of the television. I cradle the phone strong against my shoulder
then hang the ornament Lidia made for me in a place near the top. I
really fasten the sled ornament good. I don't want it to fall down.
Then there's some silence on the other end. And Lidia takes some
pecan chocolate chip cookies out of the oven.
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Closer to the noise

Michelle Heidel
tlcrreeeeeeeeeeeeee

Like a bubble it surfaces and explodes. I hear it clearly from my
place in the line. It's loud and high-pitched and when it stops it feels
like steel balls are being wedged into my eardrums. It does that to
everyone, that noise, except for the few people who get so nervous their
minds break apart like eggshells. To them, as they shuffie in line, wideeyed and drooling and their shoulders hunched, the noise is like a clock
chime ringing off the hours.
There is a number on my foot. J273-A479-K217. It is on my right
arch. It's written in black and looks like a tattoo but much deeper. Like
it's a part of my body, like the capillaries in my heel had bent and
blackened and formed a number. Before last week, my foot was clean,
but suddenly the number appeared. I was slipping on a pair of
pantihose when I saw it. I cried, even though I knew this was how it
happened.
The woman beside me is drooling. I recognize her from the lawn and
garden department at Sears. I work at the service desk. It would be
nice if I had someone to talk to while I'm in line, but the guards usually
don't allow it, and nobody really has anything to say to each other. It
would be nice, though.
The red light bulbs in the ceiling stain my skin like hot blood. Every
so often I shut my eyes and cool myself with the green behind my
eyelids. Then I hear it
tlcrreeeeeeeeeeeee
and I shuffie forward with the rest of the crowd. I look behind me at the
people gathered in thick lines and see a man staring at me. He smiles, a
red smile. I wave back. The guards do allow hand signals.
He slides through the people and stands next to me. He is shorter, by
a few inches, but his shoulders are wide and his chest is strong. He says
his name is Ivan and I tell him I am Lorraine. I'm an artist, he says,
and looks down as he smiles. I imagine he blushes because I can't tell
for certain under the red lights. His eyes are black and his hair is pink.
In sunlight it would be blond like Midas gold, like Adonis. Redness
flickers through it, bounces off. My dark brown hair sucks up the light, a
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vacuum of blackness swirling on my head. I work at Sears, I say. The
service desk. Where everybody thinks they have a right to complain.
He laughs and puts his hand on my arm. I see his number on his
thick bicep, the last few digits covered by the sleeve of his shirt.
Numbers are usually in two places on the body. My other one is below
my left breast, etched on and into my ribcage. I wonder where his other
one is.

,Scrreeeeeeeeeeeeee
Ivan looks into my eyes, because when I hear the noise I clutch his
arm. There are creases on his forehead between his eyebrows, worn
deep from years of a heavy mind, I bet. I smile at him and the crevices
disappear. We move forward.
What do you do as an artist? I ask him.
I paint, he says. The light in his eyes shimmers, red like blood, like oil
on black boiling water. Have you ever seen a Salvador Dali painting? he
asks.
I try to remember a few. The one with melting clock.&-Persistence of
Memory. And the one where one second there's two African women with
baskets on their heads and when I shift my vision a second later there's
a bust of Voltaire, his eye sockets where the baskets were. Yes, I say.
I paint things like that, he says, but not quite. I do surrealism with a
twist. Have you seen anything by Escher?
I remember those too. Beautiful prints, with staircases that never go
anywhere, boxes and buildings in all the wrong positions but looking
absolutely normal. Yes, I say, I know him too.
I do things like that, Ivan says. His eyes flicker again through the
red. I make people stare at my paintings, he says, puzzle over them.
Usually people will say about a painting, what is the artist trying to say
here, but with my work, I want people to question their own two eyes,
not S() much the intent of the artist.
I nod my head. He has a gorgeous voice, think and soft like carpet.
He asks me when I got picked up. Last night, I say. I tell him how the
truck was waiting for me, parked in the next spot. I don't tell him about
the rest, about how seven men and women looked me over for my
numbers and questioned me. A woman sat next to me in the back of the
truck and helped me fill out forms. I asked her if she had a number.
She said no, and looked at me sadly.
I glance at the people ahead of me, then behind. We all look like
cattle. I wish they could be more humane about this, instead of treating
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us like livestock. I imagine yelling Stampede! just to see what would
happen.
Ivan sighs as a guard walks by. His hand has moved to my lower
back. Our faces are close. He whispers, Are you a virgin?
I pull my face away. No, I'm not, I laugh nervously. He looks away
and I pretend he blushes again. I'm sorry, he says, I was just wondering.
You're very beautiful, Lorraine; it would be an incredible shame if you
never, you know, had the experience of it all, had someone appreciate
your face and body, sculpt it against his own.
I laugh. I can tell you're an artist, I say.
You know, when I first came up to you, I was going to start off the
conversation by asking you that. I was sort of hoping for a little
pleasure without discourse.
What? I shrug my shoulders at him, shoulders that yes, have been
sculpted against a man's, melted together like Dali's precious clocks.
Pleasure without discourse, he says again. It's a personal philosophy.
Everyone should experience it at least once. It's getting the most out of
life, sucking the marrow from it, etcetera, but not having to do anything
for it. No lead-ins, no introductions, no direction, just a blind leap into
bliss. Not giving a damn about rationality and flooding your senses with
happiness.
Pleasure without discourse, I repeat. It sounds good on my lips, cool
like green among the red, like
!Scrreeeeeeeeeeeee
silence among the noise. We move forward. Ivan wraps his arm around
my waist. I'm a little afraid, wondering what will happen to us when we
reach the noise. There's no real direction here, except one-straight
ahead. That's his blind leap into who-knows-what. Does he know, I
wonder.
We hold each other, faces down and smothered in each other's
shoulders. I think he does know. I run my fingers up and down the
unnumbered arm, his thick neck, rough cheeks. I want to cry, but the
lights have seared my eyeballs into dry red balls. Ivan presses me to
him. I wonder where his other number is. For a long time I wonder if I
should kiss him
!Screeeeeeeeeeeee
and we move closer to the noise.
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Somewhere in Between

Kimberly Hunter

The brown paper parcel sits on the table, untouched. Mother.
Another useless gift from the woman who finds anything pink to be
"charming'' and anything with flowers on it "absolutely perfect" for
her daughter. I don't want to open it. The woman who haunts me is
in there and if I tear the brown package paper, it will be like opening
Pandora's box and letting things loose that I do not want to see, hear,
or feel.
I can't seem to stop shaking. The last of the gin is gone and there's
more booze around here, but I can't focus my mind on the precise
location. And here sits this burden from the woman who raised me to
be strong and beautiful, just as she was strong and beautiful, but
could not see the truth that stood in front of her.
Mother, I was never beautiful. How could anyone ever have seen
beauty in the fat toad of a girl that I was, and in the fat toad of a
woman that I am? The children in school could see it, even though
you could not. The little girls who ignored me, and the little boys
that teased me could see the ugly monster that I am. Fatty fatty two
by four, couldn't get through the bathroom door... God, how I want to
block all of the noises out! Jesus God, make them all go away. I
think if I press my hands over my ears, it will at least muffle the
sounds of all the children, and all the adults who haunt me, but it
never does. God, why did the old ladies and mothers of beautiful
children tell me what a pretty face I had? How can my friends tell
me they envy my ''beautiful" face, my clear complexion, my big, blue
eyes?
The perpetual tears run down my face, and I taste their salt on my
lips. Sometimes I wish those tears were acid, destroying everything
in their path. If I had fingernails, I would gouge out my big, blue
eyes. If I had fingernails I'd rip off my "beautiful" face and crawl in a
corner to die.
Mother, why must you do this to me? Why must you intrude on my
solitude with all of the things I do not want to remember? Why are
you so damned stubborn that you can't just give up on me, find a new
beautiful daughter and let me alone. Why can't I just crawl into a
corner and die?

***

The package still sits on the table untouched. Maybe I'll be brave
enough to open it today and let the floodgates drown me at last. Or
maybe I'll just finish the bottle of whiskey I found and forget it
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altogether.
The whiskey on the table is so damned inviting- the amber liquid
shimmering in the sunlight, the way the glass bottleneck feels
nestled between two fingers, the touch of the round, smooth glass to
my lips. God, how the fire burns its way down to the very core of my
being, sending a tentative peace throughout my body. And the more
amber fire that penetrates my bloodstream, the more solid that peace
becomes. I am no longer fragile and weak. I am strong. So damned
strong.
Yes, strong. Strong enough to open the goddamned box that sits on
my table accusing me of negligence. See how easily the paper rips?
See what an unworthy opponent it really is?
Only, as an adversary, I am not worthy at all. The metaphor of
Pandora's box was even closer to the truth than I had thought. The
package wasn't from mother at all. But, the other woman who
haunts me is in there instead. Kate. A simple picture is all I hold,
yet again, I lose, and something else wins.
I stand here staring at the framed polaroid that was taken the last
day we spent together and I wonder why she even sent it. Her last
words to me reverberate through my brain.
"Here. Take it. See if it loves you back."
"It" was a bottle of rum and the sentence was punctuated by the
loud slam of the door. One more failure on my resume of life.
The picture somehow makes its way to the far wall, glass
ricocheting everywhere. I should watch that temper- the neighbors
will think that I'm drunk ...
The pieces of glass are so tiny that I should use the vacuum, yet I
feel compelled to put each tiny piece between my fingers, feel the
crispness of the glass, caress each rough ridge of the bent frame. I
pick up a handful of broken shards, holding them tightly in clenched
fist. Holding Kate one last time. Surprisingly, it is warm. Blissfully
warm ...
The warmth on my hands has changed to a slow burn and I see the
blood that the sharp glass brings. It's amazing how there is no pain
at first, and even now, barely a sting. And blood runs so freely when
it is thinned by the miracle that is alcohol. I hold my arms high
above my head, as if offering a bloody sacrifice to the gods of my
ceiling. Even with my eyes closed, I can feel the blood make its way
down my arms, pool at my elbows, slide around their roundness and
drop to the floor below. I have to wonder if it will stain the carpet. I
have to wonder if I really care.
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My heart is pounding in my ears. The room is so quiet, I can't
breathe. The silence overwhelms me, wraps a sheer blanket around
me, and smothers me in its depths. I know I am screaming, but I do
not hear it. I can feel the way the sound grinds itself from the pit of
my stomach, through my throat like a gravel army scratching and
clawing its way to freedom.
The sticky blood from my hands is now on my face, and my short,
ragged fingernails scratch welts into the soft flesh of my cheeks but I
do not feel it. I drag my nails deeper and deeper down my face until
the fresh blood mingles with the dry. I want to feel pain. I want the
silence, the loneliness, the cold harshness of the world to go away.
I figure it will go away if I just go to sleep. Maybe I'll bet lucky and
forget to wake up.

***

The sun filters through the window and kisses me awake. I head
for the kitchen to make habitual coffee, but coffee is not what I want.
The cabinet is so close, I could open it. I don't want to. I don't want
to feel the hunger that creeps into my throat, or feel the craving that
courses through my blood. I don't want to need it to live.
I feel the roundness of the handle in my hand. The door swings so
freely, so easily. I touch the clear bottle with a fingertip, then draw it
away. I crave it like a vampire craves blood. I know not to touch it,
for I will give in to the immense power that it has over me.
Oh, God, the texture of the crystal clear glass is so familiar. The
cool smoothness soothes my aching hands as well as the contents
soothe my aching soul. Absolut with a twist of lime at 9:30 in the
morning. The thought is as compelling as it is repulsive. But I
shouldn't do it, God, I shouldn't do this...
My hand shakes so violently that I almost drop the bottle. Hastily,
I set it on the table and pour myself a cup of coffee. I am strong. I do
not need it.
But the bottle is stronger. I take a tentative sip. God, how the
crystal clear liquid caresses my tongue like a lovers kiss. Stop it. I
want to shake myself. I slam the bottle down on the table and turn
my attention to my coffee.
I stare at the rippling brown coffee and I see myself staring back. I
see an accurate depiction of myself in those black depths, the
distorted image wavering in the liquid splendor. The more I stare at
myself, the more trapped I feel. I can't bear to look at myself because
all I see is everything ugly inside of me. Moreover, I see nothing. A
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limitless nothingness. No potential for greatness - no potential for
anything. I have to think of the book no one will write, the song no
one will sing, because there is nothing to say. She lived, she died, in
between, she was drunk. I see the same thing repeated each time I
look in a polished store front or my rear view mirror. I am an ugly
nothing engaged in a battle with the creature in the mirror and I
lose. I always lose.
If I take a drink from my bottle of courage, I know that with each
sip, I will descend farther and farther into my own private hell. It
never seemed to matter before- the hell and heaven being so much
alike that I could never really distinguish the difference. I want to
laugh. I want to cry. I don't know what the hell I want.
I sit here with the lingering taste of liquor on my lips. I may not
know what I want, but for the first time in my life, I don't want to
finish the half full bottle of booze next to me. I don't want to live like
this anymore. I don't want to be nothing.
I guess what I really want .. .is help.

***
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He was right. I hate to admit it but hearing that voice again, that
deep low rumbling of my father, tells me everything in a heartbeat.
He said, and he was angry when he said it, ''You know what, your
love is blind." I hung up shortly after that but the words stayed with
me forever, a vocal implant, ''your love is blind, your love is blind."
So like always I turn away and look at things. That voice may be
right, may be all true, but it always makes me sick and bitter, like
taking orange flavored aspirin as a child - never enough water to
wash away that bitter taste. I turn and watch the salad bar, a line of
cheery vegetarians, a few fat guys who just realized a salad comes
with their meal. I imagine they're up there hogging all the bacon bits.
Then my eyes rove to a baby wailing in a high-chair. The mother can't
seem to undo the old contraption. She calls a waiter over the noise of
the dinner crowd. And then I give my plate a cold stare: a shiny metal
dish with a potato wrapped tight in aluminum foil, and a golden
brown, breaded catfish, a big sucker, one that stretches off the dish a
little. There's a bit of wilted parsley and a dry looking lemon.
Sometimes they don't give a damn for good decoration.
They just moved us to another booth, one very far away from
where all the excitement seems to happen each week. A week ago a
man found a bug in his salad, claimed it was a cockroach, let
everyone around him know about it, haughtily demanded a cash
refund, and then he and his wife left, he cursing maliciously. Half of
the restaurant reacted like it was the 4th of July and they were
sitting atop a great hill watching a fireworks display - there was a
chorus of "ooohs" and "aaahs," much pointing and chatter. Turns out
the bug wasn't a cockroach at all but a lightning bug. A poor little
creature that had simply made the mistake of blinking and fluttering
his way through the crack of an open doorway earlier in the evening.
This week three young children provided the excitement over in
that section. And they had done so at the expense of my wife, who
doesn't stand for much anymore. She's not very tolerant in the least.
The youngest boy, maybe two at most, was standing in the booth;
weakly balancing next to his father, he screamed some gibberish and
grabbed a thick mass of my wife's hair. The boy repeated this twice
more, my wife turned and ordered the father to put the child in his
lap. And the man, however reluctantly, followed her instructions.
But then the oldest child, a thin girl of say eight or nine years,
freckle-faced with twin ponytails in her long blonde hair, reveals a
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cap gun from under the table, points it square at the back of my
wife's head, and before the father can take it from her hand she fires
two shots. The sound rings out, some scream, recoil and hide. The
air around us turns smoky and foul. My wife's had enough. She
takes my hand, pulls me up and out of the booth, argues with the
hostess that seated us, and soon we have a booth in a much quieter
section. My wife heads back to grab her purse, and the third child,
the middle son, maybe five, sticks his leg out from the end seat and
tries to trip her up. She stumbles a bit but regains a steady gait; she
tells the father, perhaps a single parent, to "get a strong leash for
those heathens." She's such an authority. We don't even have kids.
While Brit cuts her steak I look over at that man and his kids, and
for all the disaster of the situation I can't help but feel envy. The
youngest boy touches and pats the thick stubble on his father's face.
I can't help but wonder what that feels like. Soft little fingers
crawling and discovering. A soft little touch of love, a child's love.
Watching the daughter, now pleasantly reading a book and rolling
her head from side to side rhythmically, I ask myself if Brit could
really find fault if it were her own daughter. If one day it were her
hands shaping the ponytails, clapping in the audience of a school
play, or even reaching across the table in a restaurant to remove a
cap gun. I turn to watch Brit furiously cut and tear at the steak, the
meticulous, nearly mechanical precision with which she works the
knife and fork. And I think, no. No, Brit's gone beyond that kind of
love and understanding.
And then I hear the song. I let it flood over both the deep low
rumbling of my father and the sudden contempt for my wife sitting
across from me. It's always Jimi Hendrix playing, always "The Wind
Cries Mary." It's beautiful. It's like how water tumbles down a
waterfall, slow and majestic. You know the water's travelling at top
speed, maybe close to a hundred miles an hour, but never looks that
way - it breathes as it joins other water, it stops and breathes on the
way down .
... somewhere a king has no wife. And the wind cries Mary.
"Hey," she says. "Hey," and taps the back of my hand with the
prongs of her fork. ''Are you going to eat? Are you sick?"
I look from the plate to her. I don't see her as I used to. In a way I
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am sick, sick and tired, fed up. I thought marriage would be easy as
learning the A,B,Cs. Not so. I was stuck on G; I couldn't go on, I didn't
know the language. "No, I'm fine. It's work. It's been a long week."
My wife knows how to cut things. She dismembers everything very
well. Hendrix's guitar solo fits perfect with the wicked finesse in
which she cuts her steak. Quickly the steak is in bite-sized pieces and
a rich pool of beef blood has been released. She takes her fork and
mashes the potato as flat as she can. "Mmm, mm," she quips as the
steak enters her mouth. And then a longer "Mmmmmmm," as she
chews; 19 times she grinds at it, I counted. It's funny. When I met her
she hardly ate a thing. Then we got hitched and she started eating
everything. She assumed a devilish hunger I found hard to
understand. Twinkies and milk for breakfast. Double-cheeseburgers
with extra bacon at least three times a week on her lunchbreak.
Sometimes she craved a few beef tamales before bed, the kind sold in
jars, the kind that look like lab specimens preserved in formaldehyde.
And every Thursday it's the same night out - same place and same
meal, steak, tender as moist chewing gum, slightly less done than
medium-rare, deep crimson drops of blood escaping with every cut
and tear from the knife. She's gone from an endearing kitten to a
dangerous big game cat. That's what happened.
The song in my head fades away. Song's over, needles out of the
groove, the stylus is put to rest, the dusty lid's closed, the switch is
hit.
The catfish is good here, but not as good as it used to be. I once
asked the owner, Jerry's his name, if maybe he got a cheaper brand,
maybe catfish from some other fish farm. He said no, he said it was
the same fish as ever. I felt stupid for asking, even worse when my
wife, Brit, scowled so. But it still didn't change matters - it didn't
taste the same, something was fishy with the catfish.
"Mmmmmmm," and 19 chews. I've never told her but she eats like
a slob; making loud smacks with her lips, never dabbing the corners
of her mouth with the napkin, and gabbing at will like her mother
never told her that rule about not talking with a mouthful of food.
One of these times the food's just going to fall out and crash back
onto her plate, like there was an avalanche up there.
''Your work, huh .. You don't work like me," Brit pops another piece
of steak into her mouth. As she readies this speech she holds her fork
in the air. Like always the fork will become an instrument of
emphasis. I've heard this one before, many times in fact.
"I work," and she digs a hunk of mashed potato from the mess on
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her plate. "My kids come straight from hell. They had no parents.
They had no childhood," she says while waving a fork in circular
motions. ''They came straight out of a big chasm in the ground and
walked into my third grade classroom. And there they are. And
everyday they raise a little more hell. So don't tell me about selling
cars," she says with a sly smile. ''Anybody can do that. I could. And
probably better than you. Mmmmmmm," and then 19 horrifying
cycles with her jaw.
That last part, the "better than you" phrase, she uses very often. I
would say it's her very favorite, the one she knows will eat away at
me for moments on end. It's about competition and I won't compete.
It's also about money; I just got passed up for a raise. 'You don't make
enough,' that's her second favorite utterance; but that one I ignore
like soft rock radio. No one makes enough money.
Brit sucks the rest of her ice tea down, her over-blushed cheeks
caving in as she does. She eats fast but she drinks quicker; I honestly
feel we could save money if she'd stick to one large ice tea at dinner.
"Order me another tea," she says then scoots out of her chair. She
fixes her hair so it's over her shoulders, brushes some garlic toast
crumbs off her slacks and says, "I'm going to the restroom."
Most people either go to the bathroom before they eat or after they
eat. Brit goes in-between the meal; she swears she can't help it, weak
bladder she says. It's probably too much ice tea too quick. But I let
her believe it's genetic, it makes her feel special. I'm losing hair, a big
circle is in the making from my fontanelle outward. My father's to
blame for that. But I don't pat him on the back for that; I've never
said, ''Thanks dad, I'm very, very special now."
She comes back and starts in about ice tea, where is it, why didn't I
get somebody, says there's no way in hell we're leaving 15% now. I
look away and dodge the unsettling blabber. When someone catches
my eye, believe me I'm hooked. So now I don't know or care what's
she's saying. All it is to me now is red red lips twitching about, a
crazy red butterfly fluttering about in the corner of my eye. What I
really see is the this middle-aged man a few booths over, clean, grey
tweed suit, holding a cellular phone to his ear and speaking with
great concern.
The man has a very bad receding hairline, bushy eyebrows, and
smart-looking spectacles that hang loosely on his large, sloping nose.
He looks troubled and serious as he speaks, the perpetual look of
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Clint Eastwood - the guy means business. What he's saying isn't
important, what it says to me is.
The old man with the cellular reminds me of my dad; only he was
always talking into a microcassette recorder, one like reporters use.
He'd start off with memos to himself, do this on this day, at this time,
don't forget to have this done by, but ultimately he started in with
notes on his life, the state of things, little ideas he'd get. Often my
sister and I would listen outside his study door and try to hold back
the laughter. Years later he played a tape of our mother that he had
recorded direct from a telephone conversation. It wasn't very funny. It
was mother telling father she had left him, she wasn't coming back at
all, and she was keeping my sister and I with her. I imagine dad
taped a few filthy retorts after that; but he never played those for us.
"Finish your potato," Brit says. The words are faint but I hear them
just the same; words often intrude on private thoughts. "I wanna get
home and soak my feet," she whines. When she asked for that foot
contraption for her birthday last year, I couldn't argue. It was only
$19.95 at Walgreen's, and ever since I've had less foot duty. She has a
habit of wearing tight-fitting dress shoes; she hates the idea of
growing out of things. So her feet ache and swell and sometimes
before bed she makes me rub them. Lucky me. She used to have the
most wonderful feet, smooth and tender. I used to enjoy the way she'd
begin love-making, by rubbing the smooth bottoms of her feet up and
down my shin bone. But then her feet got hard and calloused, and
before I knew it the whole condition apparently spread all over her
body - from the feet up through her legs, from the hips up to the
chest, from the neck through the very strands of her hair. Her whole
presence became hard and calloused. And you can't smile upon or live
with ugly calloused feet; it just can't be done.
"Hurry. God you eat slow - you're like a sloth. You want some help?"
"No," I say and start to mechanically shovel the potatoes in. But
really What's happening is that I've just pressed the record button of
dad's microcassette recorder - let's say I inherited it, which I probably
will - and I'm going to unload on Brit, I'm going to let her have it, I'm
going to give her the state of things as I see it. It's Tuesday night and
Brit's at the tanning salon, busy getting skin cancer. But before I
begin to speak into the recorder I place the needle on that Hendrix
record, on "The Wind Cries Mary." The song will play in the
background but it's an essential, like John William's soundtrack for
Jaws or Ennio Morricone's for The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly.
After all the jacks are in their boxes... sings Hendrix.
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The potato has no taste, it's mere prop and I'm just acting.
Brit is pleased I'm hurrying so and gives her attention to the salad
she hadn't finished before the waitress brought our food. She gets a
little French dressing on the corner of her mouth but I don't tell her
about it, I keep eating.
And then I imagine emptying this soliloquy into dad's old tape
recorder:
''Brit, I'm tired, sick and tired, I don't feel a thing for you, you're
making me sick. You pulled a fast one on me. You changed when I
wasn't looking. You got ugly inside and out, and I'm not a damn bit
sorry for saying it. I was blind, Brit, just like dad told me two weeks
before the wedding. He must have seen something rotten - I guess
father have that kind of intuition.
And the wind whispers, Mary... goes the song in the background.
Well honey, these eyes are opening up. I'm seeing things and I'm
not happy. What we had is gone and what's coming is worthless.
Work sucks, coming home sucks, I can't stand to walk that dirty, rat
of a dog, my favorite catfish dinner is tasteless and watching you eat
makes it worse. I cringe when I rub your feet, and your lovemaking
has taken a pitiful landslide. In a nutshell I hate you to the core. Brit,
I'm leaving. I'm leaving and it's all yours. All those nice ribeyes in the
refrigerator, all those steaks are yours."
Somewhere a king has no wife...
Now I hit the stop button on the tape recorder and rewind the
message. Jimi's song plays on gently in the background. When the
tape's done I eject it and place it in an envelope along with my
lawyer's card - he's a handsome man, probably eats very neatly, most
likely doesn't say much of anything during a meal. I scrawl the words
Miss Steak on the front of the envelope with a thick black marker.
Then I put the envelope in the basin of the foot massage and walk
right out the door; I wouldn't even let the dog out before I go.
"Let's go," she says, rising from the chair weakly. "My feet are
killing me tonight. I may need you later. That machine just won't do
enough." She swings her purse over her shoulder and stands there a
minute watching me. "I'll go pay. You hurry up."
I sit there and finish my Coke. I suck through that straw as slow as
I can while Jimi's music moves to a close. The old man with the
cellular phone points at his wife. Pointing right where her heart
might be. What he's saying isn't important, what it says to me is. It
says that he wears the pants in the family. I need to get a pair of
those, at any cost.
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I feel a touch like silk as the hem of a young lady's sun dress
brushes against my outstretched leg. She stops and says she's sorry.
She's very beautiful - big brown eyes, a pleasant smile, and shoulder
length auburn hair. The purple violets on her sun dress fit her well they wire around the fabric in a lively manner that accentuates her
personality. I watch her return to a nearby booth, take a cigarette
from her purse, and touch it to her lips with grand elegance. She sits
and waits. Then she stretches her firm, long legs, tightly secured in
cream-colored stockings, across the booth and plops them into her
beau's lap. She's not wearing any shoes and her toes wiggle wildly in
the plump part of his belly. He laughs from the tickling but doesn't
try to remove her legs from his lap. She tugs· at the hand he has
clenched into a fist; he's playfully keeping the lighter from her. But
then he finally gives and lights her cigarette. She lays back and
relaxes, rests her neck on the soft curve of the booth, releases her
toes from his belly. He gives a sigh of relief at that, then starts to
massage the tender middles of her feet. The young woman exhales
and smoke climbs to the ceiling. And I wonder, I have to wonder if
sometimes that smoke doesn't get lucky and find it's way through a
small crack in the old ceiling - escape, climb upward, become part of
something else, something greater and far less smothering.
And the wind cries, Mary...
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Chasing the Chaste

Terry Bassett

Her brown eyes smoldered as she pranced around him. Those
eyes were locked with his. The corner of his vision caught flashes of
the whiteness of her chest. The browned areas above her chest
contrasted and conspired against his calmness. His pulse was
rising at an alarming rate and his lungs, though powerful. couldn't
seem to draw enough air. Her smiling eyes and parted lips seemed
to say, "Follow me." It was what he knew inside himself that he had
been waiting for all spring and summer. His Father had indicated
that he would simply just know the moment was right and here It
was.
They were behind the barn near an Apple tree. Under this very
tree they had met every day since early spring. At first neither had
any real reason to be there, but then later the apples had provided
an excuse. Any excuse will do, if the spirit is willing.
They were comfortable with this relationship. It had developed
slowly and with natural ease. Neither of them had been concerned
for the future. As summer turned to autumn, it was clear to both
that another phase of their relationship was beginning.
She was moving thirstily around him, drinking his body into those
brown eyes. Knowing it was going to be her frrst time, she wanted
to be absolutely certain that this was the one. He felt her intensity
and shivered involuntarily. It would be his first time, too.
Prolonging the moment, she again circled him, this time closer.
Watching the flowlng. silken movement of her hips filled him with
desire he couldn't name. In the cool air, he imagined that he could
feel the heat from her body, though they hadn't yet touched. As she
finally touched him, the morning sun flared its reflection on her
eyes, and with the slightest nuzzling touch, she turned and ran.
His impulse was to chase the chaste young female immediately, of
course, but his pride made him delay. After all. wasn't he the
powerful Male of the species. Surely, he had seen her run before
and knew that her body was capable of long distance runs. Indeed,
that was one thing he admired about her. Today, he would let her
get the head start and then he would masterfully overtake her.
Then, his mental plan went, he would-he would what?
The lustfulness of his thoughts caused him to dawdle too long.
She was getting a little too much of a head start. Seeing her white
and brown areas, from behind, rippling as the muscles and sinew
pulsed and flexed, he had to admonish himself to keep his eye on
the prize. Realizing that he in fact did have his eye on the prize, he
then almost lost control. The mirthful joy of being warmed his
breast as he lengthened his stride and strove to catch her. He ran
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harder.
The testosterone and adrenaline mixed in his blood stream as
intense power surged to every muscle in his body. His lungs sucked
great volumes of air and his eyesight seemed to intensify as he
focused on her. His was the powerful and great body. He alone
could conquer her body and soul. Just keep on chasing her; he told
himself. She was amazingly light on her feet. He could see her
muscles flex and desperately needed to feel her against him. The
scent of her in the air made his nostrils flare. He ran harder.
She was far down the lane at the edge of a corn field. Looking
over her shoulder she saw that he was too far back to catch her.
She slowed; then stopped. The better to tease him, her reasoning
went. When he was a solid fifty yards away, she bolted again. The
edge of the field opened into a recently mown hay field. She could
smell the cut hay. Then, she saw something out-of-place at the
near edge of the field.
She stopped and then turned immediately, jumping wildly into
the corn rows. Behind her, he saw the sudden move into the corn.
This was interesting; did she wish the discreet privacy? Was she
seriously trying to elude him? He ran harder.
As he approached the very spot where she had turned and jumped
into the rows of corn, he pounced to a full stop. He froze. A
shadowy shape was near the fence. Was it someone? It's not
moving. The shape isn't right. what's it holding? Staring intently,
while his lungs strained to control the heavy breathing. he thought.
"Never was anyone there before today." A worried look crossed his
brow as he finally dared to quit staring. He turned to look in the
direction he sensed that she had went.
It was in that second the shotgun slug slammed through his neck
vertebrae disconnecting brain from body. His strong body fell
immediately to the ground. Blood and bits of bone fragments were
oozing from the neck wound. His head flopped at an odd angle to
the ground and he was paralyzed. He was running at full speed in
his mind, eyes still staring, his mouth open as if to sound an alarm.
as he died.
I had waited five years to kill him. Chasing him had been fraught
with many encounters where I was out smarted. Each
unsuccessful attempt to kill fed my obsession. I could see the
killing moment in my mind and I chased him in my dreams. I killed
him in my mind and that was real to me. It just hadn't happened,
yet.
We are all creatures of habit. I learned his and knew his food
preferences, living conditions, and travel routines. I worked on
becoming a silent stalker. I practiced with my weapon. Yet, the
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chased one got away each time.
Then I found a way. I found the place where he spent time with
his lady. When they were together, his guard was down. It would
all be a question of timing. He must not see me until I already had
the sights on him. I located a place near where they walked. A path
at the remote edge of a cornfield would be the site. The shot would
be no more than thirty yards. There were Horse weeds growing
along a fence near a large tree. I envisioned that I would arrive
before dawn then conceal myself and wait motionlessly. They would
come into view then I would squeeze the trigger. So very simple a
plan could not fail. The kill would be a moment of ecstacy.
I felt confident. the next morning, that l knew what-not-to-do. If
only that would equate into knowing what-to-do I would succeed. I
parked far away from the site of the expected killing ground.
Skulking through the sparse trees along a little creek. I made my
way through the dark with a flashlight with red cellophane over the
lens. I jumped over the creek and went across a recently cut hay
field. Locating the weed patch near the tree, I settled in for the kill.
I was in the middle of a daydream when I realized that she had
just come down the lane. She spotted me in an instant, then
jumped off into the corn rows travelling away from me. I cursed my
stupidity. Obviously. she had seen me, heard me, or worse both.
Another lesson in the fine art of what-not-to-do if ever I was to make
the kill.
Wait-He hadn't figured it out. Here came my target. I could just
barely see him as he came running down the lane. chasing after
her. I put my shotgun to my shoulder. I thought that it might be
my lucky day after all. When he got to the exact spot where she had
detected me, he too, came to a sudden full stop. His eyes locked
with mine and mine with his.
I was able to still my breath. He was breathing exhaustedly. Our
eyes remained lock. My pulse threatened to expose me. My
pounding heart was much too loud. I knew that if I even moved my
fingers, he would leap away. My shotgun was not quite lined up on
him, yet I didn't dare move. Finally, he seemed to remember her.
turned, and lost our staring contest. Forever....
Looking for his lady. he took my slug unknowingly. He dropped
where he stood. His eyes turned glassy as I watched. I walked over
to him, knelt down and felt his side. He was warm, as I pulled out
my knife and proceeded to gut him. The flies didn't take long before
they started to feast upon the gut-pile. His blood turned my fingers
cold, almost numb, as I grabbed him by his antlers and began to
drag his carcass over the Hay field, through the creek and out of the
small stand of trees. I left him laying there, to get my truck and
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take him to the weigh station. The euphoria of the kill didn't last.
I felt his eyes blindly staring at me. I stopped to look back at
where he lay. He couldn't see me, of course, but I could see him.
the sight of his gutted form with that proud face marred by milky
eyes made my cheeks flush. I went to the truck, but I couldn't see
clearly and my cheeks were wet. As my bloodied fingers fumbled
the keys. I realized the chase was over.
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Terry Bassett: Hemingway's iceberg style in "Hills Like White
Elephants," drove me to write "Chasing the Chaste." My apologies to
Hemingway.
Sandy Beauchamp is a graduate assistant chasing real blues bar
to bar, drinking cheap wine from shiny foil bags, writing bloody dark
stuff, and dreaming when her schedule allows. Dandelion Paint is
for Troy Cannon.
"Matt Berry'' is an alias. I'm currently hiding out.
Rich Bird does not live in his parents' basement watching Star Trek
reruns. He is a rather well-adjusted, senior journalism major. The
poem is dedicated to a boy's only friend, and his father who never
realized what a s------ thing it was to throw his comic books in the
ram.
Martin Paul Britt is a graduate student in the English
department.
Elizabeth Bromley is a sophomore English major who transferred
student from Harper College. She got the idea for "Merry-Go-Round
Marathon" when writing in a class about "childhood memories.'"
Jenn Bursaw: The Vehicle has been a wonderful experience that I
will cherish for a lifetime. As I am finally a senior I would like to
thank: my peers from my honors classes and my methods course,
Deb Hutti, Sue Songer, Dr. Raybin, Dr. Whitlow, Dr. Stevens, Dr.
Ringuette, Tiffany Toothaker, Michael Webb, and Ed Blade for their
undying loyalty and encouragement throughout college.

Christine Craig: This issue has been a special way to "fetter my
twine" here at EIU as I plan to transfer next fall to the U of I. I want
to thank my professors for their gift of teaching, and I want to
thank my friends for their love and support.
Michele Heidel is a sophomore art major. Her story ideas seem to
hit her like avalanches. Someday she may not be able to get out from
underneath one of them.
Kimberly Hunter is a second year Eastern student who changes
her major with the seasons. She is currently an English major with
aspiration of someday getting a job.
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Bridgett Jensen is a Senior English Major. She's a non-traditional
student because well ... she's non-traditional. She commutes from
a White Squirrel in a
Olney and fears that she may have
previous life. She enjoys playing with her two children, writing
poetry, and joining in the annual white squirrel census.
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Bryan Levek-Swan song thanks to: all Eastern English
department faculty, the fabulously cool Writing Center staff, family,
friends, enemies, God, all demons everywhere, T.S. Eliot, Benny
Profane, Felix the Cat, Underdog, Montell Williams, Grace Kelly,
Sophia Loren, The Kinks, Guided By Voices, Chuck Berry, Liz Phair,
The Velvet Underground, and Shellac.
Diana Katarina Maria Ana-Marija Matijas-To the Thursday
Night Group: You are all out of your mimes. I don't know why you
can't mime you r own business. You are driving me out of my mime.
Nevertheless, you will always be on my mime, especially when I am
gone.... P.S. ''Bring our the Gimp" Love, Horse and moon.
Jennifer Moro: Thanks to the Thurs. Night Friends Club!
Couldn't have done it without the game nights and boxes of wine.
Scott, how 'bout those tattoos? Daniel, keep you eye on the jokers.
Mario, ''Ratzbi Chuti Corratz" & Diana, come back from split-don't
let it slip your mime!
Kemp Nishan Muniz is a Senior/Communication major from
Peoria. On the EIU speech team. Wants to enter the fields of
advertising after graduation.
Matthew J. Nelson is a junior English major who says, "My biggest
pet peeve is people who read poetry like a robot."
Kelly A. Price, a junior art major from Sullivan, 11., dreams he's
painting and hopes soon to start writing during nap times in order to
free up a few hours for the sculpture studio.
Tiffany Rozmus-Abbott: I am a sophomore Psychology major
(with Teacher Certification) along with a French minor (with Teacher
Certification). I am an active member of Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority,
which involves the Panhellenic Council and many other Eastern
Illinois University activities. I have written poetry for many years,
but these two poems that are printed unlock the mysteries of my
heart. ''My Vault" is dedicated to my late grandfather Mr. Mitchell F.
Rozmus, and Secrets is dedicated to not only my best friend, but my
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mom, Mrs. Joanne Rozmus-Abbott.

Sue Songer is a senior English major with graduation on her mind.
She thanks her fellow English majors for brilliant class discussions
that make texts come alive--especially Raybin's Lyric class.
Everlasting Arms is lovingly dedicated to her mother, Mildred
Dougherty.
Keith Spear is a hammer-wielding, two-son-having writer and
remodeling contractor from Ft. Knox, Kentucky (where they keep the
gold). ''The Armadillo" comes from a collection of poetry centering on
homelessness, which is not so much a problem as a disturbingly
unsatisfying solution. He would like to credit Karen Hart for her
indispensable help in the research that went into this work.
Heather Anne Winters: This poem is dedicated to my kindred
spirit Suzy whom I'll love for eternity.
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